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Abstract

The equation of state for an ideal mixture of

rulatiuistic quantum gases uúeyiny <tny (paia-) o tatiàtica is

given. Recursion formulae ara obtained for the distribution

functions and correlations are analysed. The equation of state

can be applied to the early Universe, allowing the quarks to

be treated either as coloured fermians or (unequivalently) as

parafermions of order 3. In the latter case, tteay exhibit a

tendency to aggregate into triads by a mere statistics! effect.L
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1. Introduction

There is a growing theoretical evidence that

a hadronic system at temperatures kT of some hundreds of

MeU and at the very high densities present in the early big-

bang universe should behave like a gas of nearly noninteract-

ing quarks (see' ' for a short review). This evidence comes

from different models'2' "'' »'4' *'5' and the effects is a £

sequence of the property of asymptotic freedom required by e_x

perimental data. Already at the beginning of the construction

of the quark mo .« j it mas noticed that, in order to endow the

baryon uiavefun :'vjns with the correct antisymmetry, it was ne

cessary that if»? constituent quarks obeyed a strange statis -

tics, that of x parafermion of order 3. The order of a para-

fermion systrr is the maximal occupancy per state. Usual fer-

mions are par^fermions of order 1^ and bosons are parafermion

ions of infinite order. So, in a system of quarks, up to 2

of them could coexist in the same state. A parafermion of or-

der r is believed to be equivalent to an usual fermion with

an extra r -valued internal degree of freedom, so that a

quark can be taken as a fermion with an internal quantum num-

* Í6)

ber, "colour", assuming 3. possible values1 '. Colour is a cha£

ge and the symmetry related, to its conservation is decribed

by a group SU(3) which plays for colour the same part the

group U(l) plays for the electric charge. Dust as electrodyna

mics can be obtained by imposing local (gauge) invariance un
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dar the U(l) transformations generated by the electric charge,

so a theory can be built which incorporates the invariance un

der local transformations generated by colour. This gauge thep_

ry for the SU(3) group, chronodynemics (QCD)y is nowadays belije

ved to describe the interactions between quarks. For interac-

tions between quarks involving larger and larger momentum trans_

fere, this theory predicts a rather unintuitive behaviour: the

larger the transfer, the weaker is the interaction, so that at

very high ("asymptotic") transfers (quarks hitting each other

frontally) overything happens as if no interaction takes pla-

ce* Quarks are, so( "asymptotically free
11. This result is in

agreement with experimental data covering deep inelastic scat-

tering of electrons and protons and the main argument favoring

the theory. It is believed (although up to now not proved)that

ohromodynamice will also explain quark confinement, that is,

why free quarks.are not observed.

We arrive so a,t the following rough picture!

when two quarke are too near each other, they are in the asym-

ptotic transfer regime and do not interact; when they are saps,

rated» they are very strongly bound. A recurrent pictorial

view, frequently used to help intuition* is that of two points

tied by a rubber bandt whenever they are at distances shorter

than the band lenght, there ia no force between then, but at

larger distances m Totem arisee which binds the* together.

The theoretical evidence referred to above

coneerne ««inly deconfinemant: at high energies, the interac-

tion binding the quarks seems to become very weak. So, neigh-
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bouring quarks do not interact because of asymptotic freedom;

distant quarks do not interact because colour somehow fades

away, or is shielded in a way reminiscent of the Debye screen

(1)
ing of Coulomb interaction in a plasmav '. This quark libera-

( 2)
tion is suggested not only by chromodynamics (as in* ) , but

also by other quite different considerations (as in^ ' ) .

This would suggest that the so called hadro-

nic era in the big-bang model becomes, for kT above a few

hundreds of Mel/, a "quarkionic era", in which the energy is

concentrated in the quarks which, furthermore, interact very

u/eakly (a thorough review of QCO under these conditions has

been made by Shuriak1 '; of course the above description of

the subject is extremely rough). Consequently, the equation

.of state for the very early universe would include, besides

the contributions of photons, neutrinos and leptons in gene-

ral, a quark contribution well approximated by that of an

ideal quark gas. It is usual to use ultrarelativistic expres-

sions for the thermodynamical variables at these very high

temperatures. This is of course justified in what concerns

photons, neutrinos, electrons and positrons, and even perhaps

muons and antimuons. Not so for the hadrons (here anyhow sup-
*

posed to be "ionized" into quarks), the lepton t> and; the

quarks, for which it is not known that they have an upper

maBS limit. So, it is important to write down, whenever possui

ble, (non-ultra)relativistic expressions for the thermodynami^

cal quantities.



There is another, deeper problem: it is not

clear that (as it has been usually supposed) colour screening

plus asymptotic freedon allow us to treat the quarks as com-

mon fermions. As u/e hopefully make evident later on, the equ£

valence between r -parafermions and fermions u/ith an r-valued

internal degree of freedon is essentially true only at the

T=0 thermodynamic limit. Statistical Mechanics is by no means

the same in the tuio cases. Of course, their fundamental mean-

ings are different from the start, but the point is that they

are not even formally equivalent at T^O. In other words, the

finite temperature field theories are different. Experiments

involving temperature effects, such as heavy ion collisions* '

might possibly differentiate between colour and parastatis-

tics. Suppose, for the sake of argumentation, that they mere

realized and favoured parastatistics: calculations u/ith UCD

at T^O would then be unapplicable to the real world, and [}CD

itself mould be only the T=0 limit of a more correct theory

as yet unknown.

As parastatistics includes the usual cases,

we analyse in section 2 the general characteristics of a relai

tivistic parafermion gas. Cluster expansions are specially

convenient for handling general statistics. We shall use them

in a purely formal way, forgetting convergence problems (which

have been considered, for the special case of bosons, by Car-

vaJho and Rosa* ' ) . The unequivalence of colour and parastatiji

tics is discussed, as well as their essential equivalence at

T=0.
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In section 3, some recursion formulas for par_

tition and distribution functions are derived and correlations

in a gas of parafermions are examined. As it could be expected,

quarks, if parafermions of order 3, reveal a tendency to aggl£

merate into triads.

Finally» in section 4, the general equation

of state for a mixture of relatiuistic ideal quantum gases obey_

ing any statistics in given, including the possibilities of

the quarks being either paraFermions or coloured fermions.
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2. Relativistic Paraqases

A good understanding of the level occupancy

problem in the Statistical Mechanics of paraparticles requi-

res a combinatorial approach. Before going into that, let us

review a treatment* ' akin to those found in textbooks for

bosons and fermions. The grand-canonical partition function

for an ideal quantum gas of chemical potential /*- is

* Tr

where the **>;, are the occupation-number operators correspori

ding to the levels of energy Li and Q- (ATj~ . The

trace includes a sun over all the possible sets l">y} of oc-

cupation numbers for all possible levels:

" •

s L, L,... x.

so that each level contributes separately a factor in this

ideal case. Internal degrees of frssdon mill likewise contri

bute separately, and really
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. - TT ( V -
_ u , e ; A - ) I I I U (1)

for a system with <* admissible values of the internal de-
o

gree of freedon. The summation is on the possible occupation

numbers» from n=0 up to the maximum number of particles al-

lowed in each state, which is T for an r -parafermion. We

can pass formally from product to summation by using

) . Recalling that L, t • l<-tr

JoCp I * L_| -wv L Li -A

Tha UÍEÜ knotun expiussions for the bosn (r>--Oi»J

and Fermi (.1*1) cases result immediately. Expanding thn

rithms and col loot ing l ike terms, one arrives easi ly at

i^e^j ' M r fe i J' (2)
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where

- r when ir+i) divides I ,

4 otherwise.

So, for bosons (upper sign) and fermions (lower sign), W.'* (t 1)'~,

The average occupation numbers come directly from (2):

L x8""*11-1 " ̂ ^^ ^««-"Kr-IJ _ 1 J

_ o

from this expression, or already from (2),it

is clearly visible/ that the Statistical Mechanics of a 4=1

parafermion of order r is In no way equivalent to that of

a fermion with r values of the internal degree of freedom .

Also from this expression the mean occupancies at T •* 0 are

easily seen: they are Nt * *r , O , 4^r , respectively for
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\.<r , £>>* and £•/*• , so that A* has just the role of

a "Fermi energy". To examine the T-*O limit in more detail,

the combinatorial interpretation is more convenient. Let us

put t t * *̂ cf> {,-8 U-/*•)} and write (1) as

«••©

Expanding the factors separately and using \L, t ) = iZ t"" \ »?1 J

Putting rr\,-<**v+ A (THJ , and noticing that the parenthe -

sis in (1) gives a polynomial of order CLT in "tt , it co-

mes out that

(0

with

Here ^ runs from zero to the highest value for which all

combinatórials make sense, which is the minimum between 4* and

the largest integer contained in rJT • Now the factors
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(L> "tt J from which we have started to obtain the last two

expressions are the generating functions of W(<nj%'>r) ,the

number of different ways of distributing rr\ identical parti-

cles among a different states* with the restriction that at

most T of them be put in the same state* '. The grand cano

nical partition function is, so, the product over all the

levels of these generating functions. The total number of di£

tinct microscopic configurations associated to the set i«\}

is W{«*\t} = TT^wÇ^ti^r) (for bosons, for instan

ce< l f ^

Notice again that not even formally can the

roles of a and r be interchanged. To see whether this in-

terchange is possible at T«0, notice that <*t*O for [ 7 ^

implies ^(«M,»")» -f . For £</~ ; «icstr but also

yj ( or t a r) * S , as it is the coefficient of "t * in

(t )* P )(£, t> )* = Tl t*1 UK*", $,r) . So, at T*0 the level 0£

cupancy for r -parafermions with «L =1 , as well as the num-

ber of ways of distributing them, are indeed the same as for

fermions with $= T . However, for particles just in the

"Fermi surface" [£=>*) , although the occupancy is the same,

there are two possibilities for V (*>-> , j,, r ) : if the level

is completely filled (<vv=*r) , again W ( ar( 1;r )s ̂ Lf(,
T)i):1t

but if it is not, w(<v>;a }r) may be quite different in the

two cases. To get a feeling of what happens, it is very use -

ful to play with few-level lay models. The above discussion

justifies the interchange of colored quarks in the thermodyna

mic limit, when the contribution of the /* • £ level becomes
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negligible, but not in other cases. When T^O, in particular ,

higher levels become accessible and both the occupancy and

the ur(m,i,r) become quite distinct in the two cases.

For a large volume V , the Í70 part of

the summation in (2) can be computed as an integration on the

TH ( d*x al'p

phase space, £_, —* J ' »j . ThB energy mill be

£(p)- (pxc*"4- rrr\\H) — <w*c* . We shall, in the follow-

ing, make frequent use of the integral

Introducing the function A (?) by

interpreted (as justified beloiu) as a relativistic generaliza^

tion of the mean thermal wavelenght, the integral is

-1
A'd)

where X s •Cfl'c -. a n d â. ^ 8 t n e "fiodified Bessel function

of the second order. It will be eventually convenient to use

a relativistic chemical potential ^ « ^ t n ^ t 1 and a relati-

vistic fugacity
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with i- MJ the usual non-relatiwistic fugacity. Then, (2)

becomes

i(r)

<h*0 I» 1

«

where we have factorized the L » O factor. The explicit

expression is

4**0 X*\

(6)

We could also write (5) in terms of the one-particle canoni

cal partition function Q 4 (V,<ê)* VH0'f <§)* V A"*!

The pressure comes out directly from (5):
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•(O

«1*0

The first term in the right hand side drops out in the thernw

dynamic limit for any value of P The average number of

particles will be

with

being the average number of zero kinetic energy particles. In

the thermodynamic limit it u/ill be negligible for all but the

bosonic case, when it becomes macroscopic as \~*"^ (Bcse

condensation). It is important to notice that, although very

appealing, the formal point of view here presented has to

be carefully handled in the r-voo case, in which \ remains

in the interval (0,1). Tor finite r , N» attains its maxi-

mal admissible value N»ST for



A feu» properties of the modified Bessel funjc

tions of the first and second order will be useful in the fol-

lowing:

i) a functional relationship:

ii) limiting properties:

a) for

b) for x«-|j

The a\*erage energy, including the rest masses,

is obtained from (6) by using (8). Taking (7) into account, it

can be written as

The internal energy is
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e

- Ê -

To examine the two extreme cases, u/e notice

that in the non-relativistic limit (6<vncv»iJ , the use of

(9) leads to

thB usual thermal u/avelenght. In the ultrarelativistic case

comes from (ll). In this last case, the pressure and the aver

age number of particles become

1*1
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The asymptotic expressions (ll) and (12) imply

Ê - 3p-*V- (14)

The usual expressions come then for the pho-

ton gas l}mS im*"j r*°"/,

and for the (massless) neutrino gas (l*4 ti""f » r*i),

For the non-relativistic case,

r» * if f E # >'
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Notice that the well-known relations (lA) and (17) hold for

any statistics. Equations (15) and (16) are frequently writ-

ten, for bosons and fermions, in the forms

the "cluster expansions" for the exchange interactions, with

\}t m (l) Jt~S/x . For general parastatistics, it is

enough to substitute Wjt for fe ij . The expressions

for the relativistic case can be put into similar forms by ge

neralizing the cluster coefficients to

(18)

Notice that, once written in terms of cluster coefficients,

the above substitution (̂ 4) ~-+ W* gives a rule of thumb

to obtain expressions valid for generalr -parafermioh statis-

tics from those for the Bose and Fermion cases. The extreme

limits for the 6j are Bf,, = W.T'J?"* and Btun * b* • In terms

of these quantities,
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<2o>

The equation of state is given parametrical-

ly by the last two equations. For a Boltzmann gas» only the

first term in each series contributes, and PV =• N AT* . In

principle, we can invert series (21) to obtain \ in terms of

V V and substitute it in (20), to obtain the virial series

for the exchange interaction,

(22)

The virial coefficients Af are polynomials

in th» 8j i and, so, depend only on the temperature. Their

detailed form twill be given in the next section. As A<«-i ,

the Boltzmann classical gas comes out when all the terms but

the first are negiected. The non degeneracy criterium is than

<U MA1
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In the ultrarelativistic regime, (J-QU Jt1 0 . For pho

tons and neutrinos, CL is «L*^/ and *• 5OJ t respectively,

so that these gases are always quantal. Of course, in this re

gime there is more to that also For a massive particle: in

its rest frame the minimum position uncertainty is given by

its Compton wavelenght, At * fx. (cm<-)~ . But j^~

and the particles are no more localizable. The corresponding

momentum uncertainty attains the pair creation threshold

(Ap—rmctand the particle number is no more a convenient varia-

ble. Some conserved quantity such as charge is preferable and

the corresponding Lagrange multiplier is the natural chemical

potential. Nevertheless, the new mean values of interest (ave

rage charge, for instance) can be written in terms of the ex-

pressions above. The main difference is a change in critical

behaviour* '.
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3. Recurrences and Correlations

Let us begin with a digression. It was shown

in' how most expressions involving equilibrium Statistical

Mechanics find a natural and compact Porn in terms of Bell p£

lynomials. We shall here use these polynomials to obtain some

useful recursion formulae for ideal quantum gases, involving

both the partition and the distribution functions.

Given two formal series,

their, composition F(t) = jj Cj-Ct )U will be

with

Ê*
The numbers &<*{ are certain polynomials in the <L* '5 t pre

cisely the Bell polynomials. They are really

<">
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and appear as such in the multinomial theorem

l! \ L I! / L, n>
è%0

from which most of their properties have been formally deri-

ved in ' . Their explicit form is

wnere the double prime means that the summation takes place

on all the sets {*»'} of non-negative integers D* satisfy-
fy

ing simultaneously the two conditions (_, "Oy« S( apd

2-i j V̂ ' =• <n. . I t was shown in * ' that the virial coe£

ficients Aj are given in terms of the cluster coefficients

B, by

(25)

so that the equation of state in the previous section allows

for the computation of the pressure to any order in the dege-

neracy discriminant. It will be sometimes convenient to indica

te the arguments in IB/v»4 by their typical representative,
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If we take in (23) the special case Í(AJL

But

We can then apply the Leibnitz formula for the higher order

derivatives of the product of the two series Q'(t)-L, •*&• t*

and ^tpC^'t)3 , (equation 2.17 in ^±H') to obtain

f -fMsi-.F...

It follows that

«-1

(26)

from this expression recurrence formulae can be obtained. For

instance, the nonrelativistic partition function is' '

( 2 7,
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This may be useful only when the "cluster integrals" b» are

known as is the case for the exchange interactions.

The canonical partition function for any

ideal gas, for which the Hamiltonian depends only on the mo -

menta, is

The simplest basis of states to calculate the trace would be,

of course, llp̂ pi-- prv > } . Because we shall be interes-

ted in configuration space distribution functions, we shall

use {lr*rx... r*> J instead:

(28)

Of course,

However, whenever all the particles involved are treated in

a symmetric way, such as inside the integral f 1

the normalization of Bose or Fermi states can be taken as^ ''* '

L . . '{}> (w)



where the symbol O: is a cyclic combination of delta func-

tions of J momenta:

A

'i'

The integrations can be (carefully) put inside the polynomi -

als, to give, after using the (t1r —• W^1 rule of

the previous section., the canonical partition function for a

relativistic gas obeying an T -parafermion statistics:

Nou/, (26) gives

' (30)

which generalizes (27) to the relativistic case and any statijj

tics.

The normalized distribution function

F N (f!| ,rt,. ., rj) , such that fw (if, r£,...,r£)JV, è\..t â\N
is the probability of finding a particle in an infinitesimal

neighbourhood around fi * another around ft , etc., comes

directly from (28)j
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N

Introducing

into (29), QN can be rewritten as

»* h U\... X Yl I&N-, tw^íj-íj/fz hi... f-, 1 (31)
«wi*4 * f iff ^

where ^ j stands for ^* j (6 j * ^ ^ " ^ ' j ?J a a

by (4). Then,

A
C t U . . . ^ ) - ^ ^ " - «'«i-^^^-fc}. (32)

ran

Again, using (26),

p'O

(33)
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In principle, the distribution function (32)

could be obtained as the averages ^t^ (»i) ̂ **(rv) . .. T Lfn)

f if») flit),.. H'i'i*)^ in the second-quantized approach,For

general statistics however, this is rather complicated, as

the commutation relations between parafields are more involved.

In order to analyse correlations between a

certain number S of particles, one integrates in the remairt

ing l*-$) variables. The usual pair correlation Function, for

instance, is D(f*)«.fll^M , where $1?) is defined by

The recurrence (3?) is not itself very instructive, but it ma-?

kes the task of integrating to obtain the partial distribution

functions Fv much easier. To calculate the pair distribu -

tion function we separate the terms including only U and r* ,

use

an,(f the nootrivial integral
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to obtain, for r'sf^-r*». , 5?

The nonrelativistic limit is

( 3 6 )

To help obtaining an intuitive picture, we can use the custo-

mary device of simulating the effect of statistics by a poteri

tialyreplacing (ZB) by

so that

(37)

In this may we obtain, in the nonrelativistic case (36), the

steep repulsive potential V»(r) corresponding to Pauli excltj

sion for fermions, and an attractive well-behaved potential

ivith a minimum at Vi(o)s-ATX-n X for bosons:
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lO - kT Jm. [ U /

In the relativistic case (for luhich, of course, these consida

rations are still more purely heuristic), the qualitative re-

sults are the same. Effective two-body potentials can be ob-

tained in an analogous way fro» the partial distribution fun£

tions. For strange statistics, the collective aspect of such

"potentials" are even more remarkable. Take, for instance, p£

raferntior>s of order £ ("quarks"). Only for M^H in (35) do

they differ from bosons. For N«H , the pair distribution is

I f" ;*•' • T *
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Only through the Factor WIJ, =-3 in the last tern does the

parastatistical character manifests itself, as a repulsive

contribution for the effective potential. The resulting intui^

tive picture is the following: given a first quark, it will

"see" any second quark as a boson and,as far as only this se-

cond quark is concerned, it will "feel" itself also as a boson.

They will be positively correlated and attract aach other. A

third quark mill be seen in the sane way by each of the pair:

the three of them will be "fellow bosons" and tend to close

together. But each member of this triad will "see" any fourth

quark as a fermion, while at same tiae "feeling" itself as a

fermion with respect to it. So, each amber will repel every

fourth quark and the system will tend to aggregate into triads.

In the early universe, at temperatures AT of hundreds of MeV,

the quarks are supposedly free and the densities high enough

for a large amount of overlapping to take placa, so that this

effect is very probably ar work. We arrive, so, at the conclij

sion that, even before the onset of the interactions, quarks

could exhibit a statistical tendency to join into triads. The

effect is too feeble to be st the origin of confinement, as

the bottom of the potential is of order AT , the same as ths

prevalent kinetic energies. One could, however, speculate that

the nonexistence of stable mesons in nature be related to this

third-order parastatistical effect*

Another point worth re»*»bering is that the

interplay of attraction and repulsion tt»wnt\y points to
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phase transitions leading to •condensation" of interattracting

parts. Repulsion alone seems to be sufficient for tha,tt as in

the case of spheres of different radi i ** ' . Here, this suggests

thar f for high, enough densities» the system would tend naturally

to constitute a gas of triads*
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4. The General Equation of State •

Going back to equations (22) and (25): they

give the pressure of a gas characterized by TI s /v /\*

and the set of &t\ . The total equation of state for the

early universe is obtained by summing over all the partial

pressures of every kind of particle. Each particle can be cha

racterized by its mass, its statistics (r) and the number ^

of internal degrees of freedom. The statistical type r is pre

sent in the @j 's , the mass in the By \ and A1 and f in the

concentration <n . If we characterize the i-th kind of parti-

cle by the corresponding 8| , AVj and f»U) , the most

general equation of state for an ideal mixture of relativistic

quantum gases obeying any statistics in thermal equilibrium

will be

As far as interactions are neglected, this is the equation of

state to be used for the early universe. The expression is ra

ther complex but it allows, in principle, the computation to

any order in the concentrations. Of course* for each cosmolo-

gical era only a limited number of species of particles will

really contribute. Notice that the above equation can also be

used if quarks are simply coloured fermions: it is enough to
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#44 tht colour degrees of freedom and to consider the statist!

cs accordingly.
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